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Despite the fact that existing fiber-optic network 

cables that service Alaska extend from Anchorage 

south to Portage along Turnagain Arm, planners for 

the AKORN network identified this area as high risk 

and intentionally chose an alternate route along 

Cook Inlet to avoid potential service disruption.

SNOWFALL AND AVALANCHE CONDITIONS

Seasonal average snowfall at the top of Mt. Alyeska, 

located 10 miles north of Portage, is approximately 

643 inches, or more than 53 feet. During the one 

winter-season period of October, 2011 to May 2012, 

the total for Alyeska was 975 inches (over 81 feet). 

That’s the equivalent height of an 11-story building.

The Turnagain Arm and Portage area are among 

the higher snowfall regions in Alaska with ava -

lanches causing road and railroad closures every 

winter. The Alaska Department of Transportation 

regularly uses artillery to blast avalanche-prone 

areas as part of regular mitigation efforts intended 

as public-safety measures. Avalanche run out 

crosses both the Seward Highway and the Alaska 

Railroad tracks. Existing fiber optic cables run par -

allel to the tracks.

EARTHQUAKE VULNERABILITY 

During the Great Alaska Earthquake of 1964, land 

levels in the Portage area down-dropped as much 

as 9 feet causing railroad tracks to shear and 

buckle under the force of the magnitude 9.2 earth -

quake.

AKORN planners were determined to avoid the 

hazardous corridor within the Turnagain-Portage 

vicinity.
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Alaska Communications assembled a team of highly-skilled professionals from 20 different nations, 

including the Alaska Communications Core Team and:

•  Marine suppliers

•  Terrestrial work prime contractors

•  Consultants for marine and permitting work

The team conducted bathymetric evaluation of the undersea path, worked with numerous Federal, 

State, and local agencies to obtain appropriate permits and to minimize impacts to marine traffic and 

the fishing industry, and planned landing site preparation and construction. 

AKORN NETWORK PROFILE

• Unique route with an emphasis on diversity from other AK to L48 cables

• Over 1,500 miles in length

• Integrated with the Alaska Communications statewide data netw ork

• In-service date: 2009

• Total project cost  $105 Million  

18
month
project

GEOGRAPHICALLY AND SEISMICALLY CHALLENGING

WHAT AKORN brings to Alask a

722,718
Alaskan population 2011

33,000,000
simultaneous call capacity

25 year
life expectancy

HOW
The AKORN fiber-optic network cable traverses a highly seismic area. While the circles on the 

map represent earthquakes over the last century with a magnitude of 6.0 and greater, numerous 

lower magnitude earthquakes occur daily. The largest recorded earthquake in North America 

was a magnitude 9.2 that struck Prince William Sound, Alaska on March 27, 1964.

The $105m fiber-optic system provides a new link to the lower 48  in new territory, providing diversity from other systems and r edun-

dancy in case of unforseen circumstances or natural disaster. The cutting-edge technology integrates seamlessly with the Alaska  

Communications statewide data network, the finest in the state. The cable, first put into service in Q1 of 2009, is a testament t o Alaska 

Communications’ commitment to providing Alaska with the best end-toend telecommunications solutions.

AKORN:  a Modern

Marvel

Modern telecommunications has greatly increased the demand for bandwidth worldwide. Alaska Communications recognized that 

growing trend and evaluated the strategic importance of Alaska and the value of providing an additional geographically-diverse

network connection between Alaska and the Lower 48.

That new undersea, fiber-optic network connection between Alaska and Oregon (AKORN), in conjunction with Alaska Communications’ 

other undersea, fiber-optic network (Northstar), greatly increased bandwidth capacity while reducing the potential for out-of-state 

service disruption. 

While Alaska Communications purchased the fully built and operational Northstar network, AKORN was designed, planned, and executed by 

Alaska Communications as a means of providing an additional fiber-optic network on a geographically diverse secondary path and with 

increased network capability and additional network lifespan.
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How Many Earthquakes Occur In 

Alaska?  Alaska experiences 

approximately 11% of the world's 

earthquakes and 52% of all

earthquakes in the USA.
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ABOUT UNDERSEA

FIBER-OPTIC CABLES

The AKORN Network undersea fiber-optic 

cables vary in outer diameter and weight, 

depending upon their proximity to land, 

exposure to risk, and the ocean depth where 

they are deployed. Heavily-shielded cables are 

used in shallow-water areas to avoid potential 

damage. Deploying the heavier-weight cable 

in deep-water is neither practical nor desir -

able, since the cable would actually snap 
under its own combined weight.

To eliminate the possibility of damage from 
boating and fishing activities, the network 

cable was buried on the seafloor at a mini -
mum depth of over 3 feet in all areas where 

water depth was less than 4,500 feet. Cable 
with progressively lighter shielding was used 

as water depth increased, damage risk 

decreased, and as the cable moved further 

offshore. 

The lightest cable provides greater flexibility 

to adjust to changes in the seafloor, including 
seismic uplift and down drop or other under -

sea topographic changes.

Magnitude 8 
to scale

Magnitude 9

Magnitude 4
15 tons

Feels like 
vibration 
from a 
nearby truck

Magnitude 5
477 tons

Small objects 
are upset, 
sleepres 
awaken

Magnitude 6
15,095 tons

Difficult to 
stand, 
damage to 
masonry

Magnitude 7
477,335 tons

Widespread 
panic, some 
wall fall

Magnitude 8
15,094,673 tons

Wholesale 
destruction, 
large landslides

Magnitude 9
477,335,882 tons

Total damage, 
shockwaves 
seen on ground 
surface

EARTHQUAKE MAGNITUDE AND INTENSITY
Equivalent energy in weight of TNT and human observations

1 floor=11 feet

2011 SNOWFALL

5 VISUAL SOLUTIONS
FOR THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS
INDUSTRY

REVEALING THE WELL-HIDDEN VALUE
OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS

While delivering reliable voice and data services is largely a 
technical operation, the true business value lurking in your 
telecommunications network offering is not always obvious.  You 
need to reveal the value of being on a 4G network, of utilizing a 
wider bandwidth, of achieving a 99.95% uptime, and so much more.  

Bringing out the value on all the operational robustness and 
technical innovation you bring to the table is exactly where Frame 
Concepts can help the Telecommunications industry through visual 
marketing.

5 VISUAL SOLUTIONS
FOR THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY

CASE STUDY: COGECO DATA SERVICES

Take the technical features and operational performance metrics
of your telecommunication’s offerings and bring your
marketplace onboard.

1
VISUALIZING THE

BUSINESS BENEFITS
OF DATA METRICS

Use an educational infographic series to foster 

understanding and appreciation of your 

offering’s value.    

2 TECH-TO-BUSINESS

TRANSLATION
Avoid the pitfalls of your business buyer not 

understanding a long list of technical specs by 

helping them visualize it in business terms.

3 BIG IMPACT
OF SMALL IMPROVEMENTS

Help your audience realize the value in a 

decimal point, and understand the benefits of 

the effort you’ve dedicated to service delivery.   

4 VISUALIZING YOUR

ECOSYSTEM
Enable your marketplace to visualize how you 

excel in dealing with devices, geographical 

concerns, and regulatory bodies.

5
Excite your marketplace about the new, deliv-

ered value they will receive from you—despite 

the technically dense landscape.

CASE STUDY: ALASKA COMMUNICATIONS

IS YOUR ORGANIZATION READY TO
UNCOVER ITS HIGH, HIDDEN VALUE
THROUGH VISUAL SOLUTIONS?

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Stephen Gamble is the Founder and CEO of Frame Concepts, a 
visual solutions company that provides business-driven visual solu-
tion to enable understanding and engagement. Mr. Gamble has 
spent over 20 years on the client side, including IBM, Bear Stearns, 
Exxon and a host of innovative start-ups trying to engage the mar-
ketplace, its employees and management, as well as stakeholders. 
He formed Frame Concepts to provide visual-centric solutions for 
every business function and application. 

CASE STUDY: VERIZON

WANT TO KNOW WHAT FRAME CONCEPTS
CAN DO FOR YOUR BUSINESS?
REQUEST A DEMO TODAY!

Your one-on-one demo comes with a free, personalized 
consultation.  We’ll brainstorm with you and show you examples 
relevant to your specific business.  You’ll leave the consultation 
armed with ideas and strategies to begin engaging your
audience immediately!

frameconcepts.com/
request-a-demo
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Cogeco Data Services help companies simplify their IT 

operational and investment challenges by delivering 

infrastructure and services as completely managed 

services — enabling alignment of business goals and 

IT, and allowing organizations to focus on their core 

business areas. With its suite of ICT Solutions, Cogeco 

Data Services provides its customers with flexible, 

end-to-end high availability solutions that are based 

on their IT needs, and backed by our reliable and 

timely 24x7x365 support services.
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Data Centre

Services

Colocation Dedicated IaaS Shared IaaS Hybrid

Application 
Management

Server 
Management

Operating System
Management

Network 

Management

Database

Management

Connectivity Services

Managed IT 

Services

Cloud Compute Cloud Storage Cloud Backup

Cloud Services

+
+

Virtual Data Centre

Public Network Access: 
IP, Endpoint VPN

Private Network Access: 
METROLAN Ethernet, IPVPN, WDM

EXCITEMENT
FROM NEW CAPABILITIES
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